Complaint# 21-SE-06
Petitioner(s): Anonymous petitioner provided evidence via DM to DOJ Instagram, and requested to be
anonymous.
Respondent(s): Director David Nguyen
The following allegations were filed:

On the night of October 26, I saw that David posted a picture of the recall vote on his
Instagram story. On that story, he had a picture of the recall ballot with "IN FAVOR OF
RECALL" ticked and arrows pointing towards it. I have screen-recorded evidence of this.
This morning (October 27, before 8:30 AM), I saw more posts (at least 6 more) on his
story. One of them was another picture of a ballot with "IN FAVOR OF RECALL"
ticked and the rest was a repost of a narrative someone wrote about how Arsalan is a bad
president. I don't have photo evidence of this and it has since been taken down, I believe,
since I don't see it anymore. Your office (or someone who follows him on Instagram)
may be able to see it, assuming he removed me from being able to view his Instagram
stories.
I received evidence for this complaint more than once from 3 different sources.
1. A screen recording from petitioner
2. A screenshot
3. Seeing it when I verified it’s existance.
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Article 4, Section 2, Clause 1: A member of the Student Government Association may not participate in or
assist an organization in campaigning on behalf of their cause.
I reached out to Director Nguyen for a statement of defense to these allegations. He was given 5
hours to complete this, with a deadline of 3pm on 10/27/21. The following defense statement was
provided by the respondent:

Decision October 26, 2021 at 9:49pm: Petitioner’s complaint HAS merit, and this IS a violation of the
Special Election Code.
Sanction: This Director Nguyen’s first violation, per Special Election Code, the suspension is until 11/1.
Respectfully,

Nadiia Hutcherson
Attorney General
This complaint will be shared and made public on SGA website for transparency and archival purposes.
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